modernizing rural life. Home economists seized their new institutional platform to promote a broader reform agenda. The BHE published buying guides, promoted accurate labeling, tested consumer products, and used this knowledge to help manufacturers design better foods, clothes, and appliances. Home economists' political clout continued to rise during World War II-they organized state nutrition councils, wrote recipe booklets to help homemakers cope with shortages, established appliance performance standards, and instituted Recommended Daily Allowances of vitamins, calories, and carbohydrates. Ironically, even as the war solidified home economists' reputation as consumer experts, home economics became more firmly identified with a narrower scope of issues (food and nutrition). By the 1950s their authority as consumer experts within the government had begun to wane as the USDA became more invested in managing overproduction than in reforming the marketplace.
Home economists also lost credibility as consumer advocates because their work within corporate home economics departments increasingly blurred the distinction between consumer education and sales. Home economists in the government and universities questioned whether business home economists could serve corporations without undermining their broader commitment to promoting rational consumption and their claims to unbiased expertise. Manufacturers and utility companies eagerly hired home economists to help them gain the housewife's trust and enhance the effectiveness of corporate marketing. Not only did home economists lend credibility to advertising claims, but they also provided valuable contacts with magazine writers, schoolteachers, and agricultural extension agents. By making courtesy calls to disgruntled customers and conducting live demonstrations of electric appliances, home economists helped to put a friendly face on private power companies and fend off mounting pressure to create publicly-owned utilities.
New professional competitors, second-wave feminism, and the consumer movement further marginalized home economists. During the 1950s, the new male-dominated fields of food technology and food engineering undermined home economists' unique claims to expertise and knowledge about consumers. So, too, did the rise of market researchers who used motivational research and other techniques to target increasingly segmented markets. As a result, business home economists increasingly found themselves limited to handling recipe development and consumer correspondence. Feminism's rejection of domesticity as the measure of a woman's worth also diminished home economists' prestige. Home economists continued to lose influence when environmentalists and consumer activists like Ralph Nader assumed leadership of the consumer movement. Consumers came to trust Consumers' Research investigations of product safety and quality more than home economists, who many viewed as captive to business interests.
Creating Consumers is a deeply researched institutional history and a major contribution to women's studies and the histories of consumer culture, business, and the twentieth-century state. Though gracefully written, some readers might wish that Goldstein had presented her findings with greater economy. Goldstein's conceptualization of home economists as "mediators" is particularly valuable in highlighting the breadth and depth of their contribution to the development of modern consumer society. Had the book incorporated more social history, however, the "mediators" concept might have delivered additional insights. More data on homemakers, for example, might better illuminate how feedback loops between business, home economists, and consumers operated. Readers might also better grasp why a once-highly respected profession came to be viewed with such disdain. The book devotes only a few sentences to high school home economics classes and even less to the curriculum, yet such courses were a major venue by which ordinary consumers came into contact with home economists. Some attention to adolescent homemakers-in-the-making would have further enriched and enlivened Goldstein's important work. The concept of modernity has received extraordinary amounts of attention during the past few decades, perhaps because of a fascination with our own "postmodernity." Jerrold Siegel's new book thus enters well-trod territory, but its scope and approach allows it to stake new ground. A magisterial work of synthesis, the book is based on a lifetime of engagement with the historiography of modern Europe, and more particularly reading and thinking about the transformative nature of certain aspects of bourgeois "ways of life." Seeking to revise and rethink Marxist interpretations of historical change and the role of the bourgeoisie, Siegel's earlier work illuminated how the bourgeoisie could come to dominate society without staging revolutions and worked through how most bourgeois tended toward conservative outlooks, while equally bourgeois men and women could launch artistic and literary movements that directly attacked traditions. Whereas those earlier studies focused primarily on France in the last half of the nineteenth century, Siegel's new book traces the story back into the mid eighteenth century and it takes a comparative approach, focusing on England, France and Germany. The book's chronological sweep is not as broad as the subtitle suggests; it mostly treats the "long nineteenth century," although the conclusion discusses the internet as a more recent phenomenon, with parallels to the trajectories treated earlier in the book. Modernity and Bourgeois Life begins with a lengthy introduction that clearly explains the book's approach and argument, particularly its focus on what Siegel calls "networks of means," a concept, he argues, that illuminates the chronology of the emergence of modernity and the distinct paths taken by various individual countries. He provides a careful definition of this important notion which runs throughout the book: "A network of means is a chain or web of people and instruments that links distant energies and resources to each other, allowing individuals and groups to draw on them together, create synergies between them, and employ the capacity they generate for some particular purpose or goal" (pp. 7-8). One key feature of the emergence of modernity is the expansion of such distant connections, which were in turn created and enlarged through bourgeois activities.
